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Stamina inmotion t900 manual treadmill 45-0900

InMotion® Treadmill T900 is the solution for getting high-cost home treadmill training. With double weighted flywheels, you get a smooth workout in the make-up or running – you set the pace – while the monitor tracks your distance, workout time, speed and calories burned. Without a necessary electrical outlet and no
engine to maintain, you can use it anywhere. Adjust the intensity of your workout by selecting one of two incline positions, 10 degrees or 8 degrees. Lightweight with wheels for easy driving. Double weighted flywheels for smooth workouts2 incline positions, 10 degrees and 8 degreesThe thyme steel frame Electronic
monitor tracks training time, speed, distance, calories burned, and scans with simple, controlling one button And lighting weight with wheels for mobilityThis thing, Non-slip walking/running surface The railing lined with front rails and rubber-resistant floor pads magic the electrical stability it needs and doesn't have a
maintenance engine, so it can be used anywhere Running belt size: 41 x 12 3/8 wide: 47 long x 22 wide x 42 wide x 45 tallfolds for easy storage 17 x 22 Folded footprint Recommended use: Use at home to improve cardiovascular fitness, tone and strengthen legs, hips, and thighs Material: steel frame, non-slip
texture/running surface Product color: Resistance: Adjust your workout intensity by choosing one of two 10 degree incline positions or 8 degree comfort elements Padded handlebars: Texture non-slip walking / running focused workout surface:Improves cardiovascular fitness, shades and strengthens legs, hips and thighs
including:InMotion® T900 manual treadmill, owner manual assembly:Dimensions:Product weight:Product weight: 1 year frame / 90 days endurance parts Products Inc. justifies our products to be free from defects in materials and work at the time of original purchase from a licensed retailer. In case the product becomes
defective, please contact us at 1-800-375-7520 or send a written notice to the address on the Contact Us page of this website. If the defect is under limited warranty, you may be asked to return the product or part to us for repair or replacement. Endurance Products Ltd. reserves the right to require the customer to pay for
the return shipment of the item. Warranty information for a specific product can be found towards the back of the owner's guide or you can call us at 1-800-375-7520. The warranty will not apply to any product that was subject to commercial use, misuse, misuse or any type of modification by the consumer. To confirm
your rights as described in the Warranty Statement, be sure to complete the product registration card and send it to us immediately! Or register online here. Note: Some countries do not allow restrictions on how long an implied warranty will last, so the above limits will not apply to you. Some countries don't Exclusion in
limiting incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions will not apply to you. This warranty grants you specific legal rights, and other rights vary from country to country. User Manual Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Damage – www.P65Warnings.ca.gov California Proposition 65 Warning
California Safe Drinking Water &amp; ToxicOlogy Enforcement Act of 1986 (Accessory 65) explained: In 1986, California voters approved an initiative to address concerns about exposure to toxic chemicals. This initiative became safe drinking water and the Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986, commonly known as
Proposition 65. Proposition 65 requires the state of California to publish a list of chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive damage. This list, which must be updated at least once a year, has grown to include over 900 chemicals since it was first published in 1987. Proposition 65 requires
businesses to provide California with a clear and reasonable warning about chemicals in products they purchase, in their home or workplace, or that are released into the environment. By providing this information, Proposition 65 allows Californians to make informed decisions about protecting themselves from exposure
to these chemicals. Proposition 65 also prohibits California businesses from knowingly cutting off significant amounts of chemicals registered to drinking water sources. The Office of Environmental Risk Assessment (OEHHA) manages proposition 65. OEHHA, which is part of the California Environmental Protection
Agency (Cal/EPA), also evaluates all currently available scientific information about materials considered a location on proposition 65 list. What it tells you: While the proposal was created to protect drinking water sources from chemical contamination, the scope of the law has expanded over the years. It now includes
over 900 chemicals and also touches (but is not limited to) exposure through contact, inhalation, ingestion or skin contact. The Proposition 65 warning can now be found on products that may contain a small amount of over 900 chemicals or ingredients that OEHHA lists as carcinogenic or reproductive poison. This
includes vinyl, coatings, plastic, and much more. Many of the elements listed under Proposition 65 are common supplements found in everyday items. Due to the huge range of products that may contain one of the chemicals or ingredients on the list, we must include the warnings of Proposition 65 in our communications
with you. We are required to use precise wording as specified by the state of California. While the warning sounds alarming, the goal is to inform you of the potential risk so you can make an informed buying decision. FAQ: Why not all gym equipment distributors provide warnings Their products? Endurance products
meet all federal and state regulations regarding toxic chemicals and heavy metals. And while we can't control what our competitors do, we can make sure that our products meet the requirements of Proposition 65 so our customers can make an informed buying decision. Why are all products labeled instead of just those
sold in California? Our products are distributed throughout the country. It will be very difficult to determine which products will eventually be purchased, sold, or imported to California. Therefore, to ensure that we meet proposition 65 requirements, we include the warning in all of our products. 1 Table of Contents 2 3 4 5 6
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